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Mining KPIs and evolving needs are driving the
adoption of digital technologies – smart mining
Enhanced safety
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• Removing operators from hazardous environments and improving
communication of mine operations, offering real-time insights.
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• Solutions eliminating bottlenecks, streamlining operations and offering
the fastest automation systems.
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Increased profitability
• Solutions increase effective production hours due to less downtime and
remote operation, increase transparency and deliver descriptive and
predictive insights.
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Source: Sandvik Mining and Rock Technology

More sustainable operations
• Greener operations through improved energy and greenhouse gases
efficiency.

IDC FutureScape: Worldwide Mining - Predictions
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Accelerated as a result of the pandemic, by 2022, 75% of the top
100 miners will operate remote and autonomous drill rigs
throughout their operations, improving equipment efficiencies.
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By 2022, 5% of global mining operations will be early adopters of
5G to utilize reliable, low latent connectivity reliant technologies,
improving safety, sustainability, and operational performances.
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By 2023, 25% of the top 100 mining organizations will utilize
augmented reality to perform operational maintenance reducing
on-site labor requirements by 20%.
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OT specific security departments will be created by 4 of the top 5
mining organizations by 2023 as organizations struggle with
secure IoT implementations.
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By 2024, 50% of the top mining organizations will utilize cloud
based operational planning and simulation tools, providing
decision support, greater analytics and improved optimization
capabilities.

Nokia Connected Digital Mining – An Overview

Safe, sustainable, productive and efficient mining operations
Nokia provides end-to-end solutions:
• Industrial Private Wireless (LTE/5G)

• IP/MPLS routers, optical and µwave equipment
• IoT platform, video analytics, location tracking apps
• Industrial devices (rugged handhelds, tablets,
mobile routers), Push-to-talk/video
• Integrated Operation Center (“salas CIO”)
• E2E network security and management
• Professional services and Bell Labs Consulting

Global Interactions with Mining customers and partners
• Ecosystem and partnerships (+270)
35 mining companies, 65+ mines globally
Fit to open pit and underground mines; mining ports, railway and roadways

•
•
•
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Use cases for the connected digital mine
Control of renewable
energy resources, power
stations and microgrids

Drone inspection
of the mine site
and stockpiles
Geo-tracking and
geo-fencing of people,
vehicles and assets

Tire pressure
and temperature
monitoring
Wastewater
management and tailing
dam monitoring

Monitoring of environmental conditions
with IoT sensors
Digital PPE for
worker health
and safety
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Autonomous
drilling, loading
and hauling
Camera surveillance,
asset monitoring and
video analytics

Asset monitoring
for predictive
maintenance

Low-latency communications
for autonomous vehicles and
robots

MC PTT/PTV for personto-person and group
communications

Data analytics, AI-assisted
decision making and
digital twins

Tele-remote control
and Integrated
Operations Center

Digitalization and
automation of businesscritical processes

AR/VR for employee
training and remote
support assistance

Applications integrated with Nokia technology
Mining applications
• Autonomous Haulage System (AHS)

Application vendor
Strategic partners

• Autonomous Drilling System (ADS)

• Dozzer tele-remote control
• Dispatch System / Fleet mgmt
• Vehicle Telemetry (e.g. tire monitoring)
• Push-to-talk / video
• Collision Avoidance System
• Drive behaviour / fatigue detection
• CCTV - HD, thermal cameras

• IIoT – SCADA, environmental sensors
• Tailing dams security systems
• Augment Reality, Drones
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Nokia Mining Customers @ Latin America – 17 customers, 30 mines by 2023

Not public customer

Not public customer

End-to-end solutions deployed
• Private Wireless (LTE, 5G)
• Microwave links
• Optical equipment
• Cell-on-wheels trailers
• Mobile and fixed routers
• Push-to-talk/video
• IIoT
• Rollout and O&M services

Not public customer

Indonesia

•
•
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There are other 6 mining
customers that are not public
reference in Chile
Private wireless LTE/5G: 100%
of Chile open pit market
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Antofagasta Minerals’ Centinela mine in Chile
“Transforming the way mining is done”
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“Gino Ivani, Technology Manager for Antofagasta
Minerals, said: “We are transforming the way
mining is done. We want to deliver excellence in
everything we do, leveraging operational
efficiencies to achieve the best results. We are
committed to sustainable mining and to providing
the safest and most efficient facilities. We are very
pleased to leverage Nokia industrial-grade private
wireless solutions and its experience in mining
automation to support our efforts.”
Leonardo Serra, Corporate Head of IT Projects at
Antofagasta Minerals, said: “Copper is critical for
the delivery of clean energy and consequently to
reduce emissions. As demand for copper
increases,
we
are
deploying
technology
innovations, such as Nokia private wireless
connectivity, allowing us to enhance productivity in
a smart and sustainable way.”

Case study: Codelco Radomiro Tomic mine in Chile
• 5G pilot by Codelco, Nokia and the Chilean
government
• HD cameras connected to the 5G network
transmit real time video of the crushing area
to the new Integrated Operations Centre
(CIO-E) in Santiago, at 1500 km distance.
• The 5G network will increase the facility’s
internet speed tenfold, allowing to capture
100 times more data and improve big data
applications.
• Allowing immediate processing of logistics
data such as waiting times and material
unloading for subsequent analysis and
optimization of different processes.
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10x network speed
100x more data

VALE Brazil Mining Automation – Private LTE project in partnership with Vivo
Vale aims to increase >18% in productivity with Digital Automation

Nokia project scope
•
Private LTE network for 15 mines by 2023
•
> 90 Microwave hops
•
Centralized mgmt. system at Vitoria NOC
•
Vehicle CPEs and IoT GWs (>2400 in 3y)
•
Network planning, implementation, HW/SW support
•
Assisted Operation (6 months)
Use cases enablement
•
Komatsu and CAT Autonomous Trucks (>50)
•
CAT Flanders Autonomous Drillers
•
Dozers tele-remote operation
•
Fleet mgmt (>80 light vehicles per mine)
•
Mission critical Push-to-talk/video (15k users)
•
Talling dams connectivity (sensors, CCTV)
•
LAB 5G in partnership w/ University of São Paulo
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MMG’s Las Bambas copper mine in Peru advances future mine journey with
new Digital Operation Centre in Lima

Article English: link
Article Spanish: link
Social media post: LinkedIn
“The installation of the private LTE network has
increased the capacity to transmit data
and improved coverage, allowing sensors
and devices that were previously isolated and
required physical presence to take readings to be
connected securely and automatically. This has
meant that sensors and equipment are able
to be located throughout the operation and data
can be measured in real time. Further,
this innovation will also allow Las Bambas the
possibility of implementing other advances in
technology in the future, such as augmented
reality, digital twins, Industrial internet of things
(IIoT) and increased mobility, among others.”
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Nokia internal use

Industrial-grade solutions for the mining industry

